Invitation to showcase your work in the ISLE OF WIGHT ART CLUB's
FIRST Virtual Exhibition
25th August-25th September 2020
The virtual Exhibition will be shown in The Gallery on the Club’s website
and publicised with a link from the Club’s Facebook page and Instagram, and other digital
means where possible.
1. There will be no charge to exhibit up to 3 pictures per Artist. Work must be For Sale.
2. Please email jpgs named with your picture title. Max 600 pixels high by 600 pixels wide. 72 dpi
of good quality and no more than 1meg. If you have trouble sizing, just send what you have
and we will try and sort it.
3. Please supply ALL the following information
Max 30 Word Biography;
Artist Name; Example: Nicky Wells
Title of picture;
Description of picture: Example: Painted Plein Air or anything you want to add about the
painting Example: This is a box canvas and the depth is 1.5 cm
Size: Height by Width in centimetres, do not include frame if framed
State; Framed or Unframed
Medium Used;
Price;
How it will work: Your artwork will be displayed on the IWAC Gallery for the period of the
exhibition. Any sales enquiries from interested parties (we will be asking for a phone number to
encourage genuine enquiries) will initially come to The Gallery. Only seemingly genuine emails/
contacts will be forwarded to the Artist.
IWAC request a 10% commission if you sell a picture. Please inform Nicky, same email as
below. If you are successful in selling, IWAC commission payment details will be sent to you at
the time.
1. IWAC reserves the right to refuse any picture without stating a reason. Only Artists with
Exhibiting Rights may participate.
2. All work must be original, and if a photograph is used as reference, it must have been taken by
the artist or from a copyright free source.
3. Any sales enquiries will be emailed direct to the Artist from the Gallery Manager, no Artists
contact details will be published or given to third parties. Any transactions are solely between the
Artist and the Buyer and the Artist is wholly responsible for all transactions, meaning packing,
despatching and taking money. IWAC take no responsibility for any disputes of any kind.
4. A generic copyright logo will automatically be added to your image.
5. Remove glass from picture, before photographing.
6. IWAC standard of framing to be adhered to.
7. Submitted work must not have been hung in an immediately preceding IWAC exhibition and
then the work must only have been hung once before in an IWAC exhibition
EMAIL YOUR PICTURES and REQUIRED INFO to nicky@sycamore-uk.com

Deadline 18th August 2020.

